Kevin Boldenow  
Photographer

Kevin Boldenow’s life-long passion for photography began the moment he picked up his parents’ Brownie camera. Since that time, Kevin has built a career as a professional photographer specializing in 35mm, medium format, and digital landscape and figurative imagery. In addition to his native Michigan, Kevin has lived in five states, including Texas, New Jersey, and Virginia, before moving to Florida in 1996.

Programs Available

Vanishing Florida – A Visual and Literal Story of Florida’s Lost Wilderness and History

Through the use of historical information, poetry, and famous quotes, Boldenow captures Florida’s diminishing wilderness both visually and literally. It’s part of his current project and exhibits titled “Vanishing Florida – A Visual and Literal Story of Florida's Lost Wilderness and History.”

Contact Information:
561-722-2715
krbphotoimage@gmail.com

Program Format:
• In-person
• Virtual